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Gene expression in plastids of higher plants is dependent on two different transcription machineries, a plastid-encoded

bacterial-type RNA polymerase (PEP) and a nuclear-encoded phage-type RNA polymerase (NEP), which recognize distinct

types of promoters. The division of labor between PEP and NEP during plastid development and in mature chloroplasts is

unclear due to a lack of comprehensive information on promoter usage. Here, we present a thorough investigation into the

distribution of PEP and NEP promoters within the plastid genome of barley (Hordeum vulgare). Using a novel differential

RNA sequencing approach, which discriminates between primary and processed transcripts, we obtained a genome-wide

map of transcription start sites in plastids of mature first leaves. PEP-lacking plastids of the albostrians mutant allowed for

the unambiguous identification of NEP promoters. We observed that the chloroplast genome contains many more

promoters than genes. According to our data, most genes (including genes coding for photosynthesis proteins) have both

PEP and NEP promoters. We also detected numerous transcription start sites within operons, indicating transcriptional

uncoupling of genes in polycistronic gene clusters. Moreover, we mapped many transcription start sites in intergenic

regions and opposite to annotated genes, demonstrating the existence of numerous noncoding RNA candidates.

INTRODUCTION

Chloroplasts are the characteristic organelles of plants and, with

their photosynthetic activity, form the basis of the autotrophic

lifestyle. They have evolved from a cyanobacterial endosymbiont

into an organelle firmly integrated in the metabolism of the plant

cell. During evolution, the majority of the cyanobacterial genes

were lost or transferred to the nucleus of the host cell, while

several genes mainly required for photosynthesis and gene

expression were retained in the organellar genome (Kleine

et al., 2009). The plastid genome (plastome) contains functional

rpo genes coding for homologs of the cyanobacterial RNA

polymerase subunits a, b, b’, and b’’, which form the core of

the plastid-encoded plastid RNA polymerase (PEP; Ohyama

et al., 1986; Shinozaki et al., 1986; Sijben-Müller et al., 1986;

Hajdukiewicz et al., 1997; Liere et al., 2011). Nuclear-encoded

sigma factors interact with PEP to confer promoter recognition

(Liu and Troxler, 1996; Tanaka et al., 1996, 1997; Schweer et al.,

2010; Lerbs-Mache, 2011). The promoters used by PEP are

similar to Escherichia coli s70 promoters, consisting of 235 and

210 consensus elements (Gatenby et al., 1981; Gruissem and

Zurawski, 1985; Strittmatter et al., 1985; Liere and Börner, 2007).

In stark contrast with the eubacterial RNApolymerase, PEP is not

sufficient to transcribe all genes in plastids of higher plants. A

second polymerase, denoted nuclear-encoded plastid RNA po-

lymerase (NEP), was found to participate in plastid transcription

(Siemenroth et al., 1981; Hess et al., 1993; Allison et al., 1996).

NEP is represented by one or more phage-type RNA polymerase

(Hedtke et al., 1997, 2000). It recognizes distinct types of

promoters with sequence similarity to plant mitochondrial pro-

moters (Allison et al., 1996; Vera et al., 1996; Liere and Börner,

2007). NEP promoters were found to be more active in early leaf

development, while transcription activity of PEP is reported to

increase during chloroplast maturation (Courtois et al., 2007;

Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al., 2008). According to the current

view, based on studies of only a small subset of plastid genes,

most genes coding for housekeeping proteins are transcribed by

both PEP and NEP; genes of photosystems I and II are com-

pletely dependent on PEP transcription; and a few housekeeping

genes, including the rpoB operon, are transcribed exclusively

from NEP promoters (Hajdukiewicz et al., 1997; Swiatecka-

Hagenbruch et al., 2007). However, transcripts initiated by NEP

cover the entire plastome in leaves of transplastomic tobacco

(Nicotiana tabacum) plants manipulated to lack PEP activity,
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suggesting a more general function of NEP in chloroplast tran-

scription (Legen et al., 2002).

NoncodingRNAs (ncRNAs), including antisenseRNAs (asRNAs)

as well as RNAs transcribed from intergenic regions, play impor-

tant roles in posttranscriptional regulation in both prokaryotes and

eukaryotes. Cyanobacteria, the chloroplast progenitors, have a

plethora of noncoding RNAs at their disposal to regulate gene

expression (Georg and Hess, 2011). However, only a few poten-

tially regulatory RNAs have been reported to be transcribed from

plastid genes (Nishimura et al., 2004; Georg et al., 2010; Hotto

et al., 2010; Zghidi-Abouzid et al., 2011). Therefore, chloroplasts

may contain additional hitherto undetected genes for regulatory

ncRNAs.

Differential RNA sequencing (dRNA-seq) is a recently estab-

lishedmethod designed to selectively identify primary transcripts

(Sharma et al., 2010) and already proven to be a powerful tool for

mapping transcription start sites (TSSs) and to identify ncRNAs in

several bacterial and archaeal species (Jäger et al., 2009;

Sharma et al., 2010; Mitschke et al., 2011). The method is based

on the comparison of terminator exonuclease (TEX)–treated (TEX

+) and nontreated (TEX2) RNA samples. TEX degradesRNAswith

a 59monophosphate (i.e., processed transcripts) but not with a 59
triphosphate or 59 CAP structure (i.e., primary, unprocessed

transcripts). The comparison of cDNA libraries generated from

TEX2 and TEX+ samples can therefore be exploited to identify the

protected primary transcripts and their TSSs. The phosphorylation

status of processed 59 ends of plastid transcripts has not been

investigated, but enzymes homologous to bacterial processing

RNases are suggested to be involved in the processing of chlo-

roplast transcripts (Stern et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2010), and the

T4 ligase requiring 59monophosphates ligates oligonucleotides to

processed plastid transcripts (Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al.,

2007). Hence, 59 ends of processed chloroplast transcripts most

likely also have a monophosphate while the primary transcripts

carry a triphosphate, as in bacteria. Therefore, it shouldbe possible

to distinguish andmapboth primary and processedRNA 59 termini

in chloroplasts using TEX-based dRNA-seq. So far, only a few

plastid TSSs were mapped and their promoters studied. This is

mainly due to the tedious techniques previously available, such as

primer extension analysis, RNaseprotection assay, in vitro capping

by guanyltransferase, and 59-rapid amplification of cDNA ends

(RACE), which can be applied to the study of individual targets

(Kapoor et al., 1997; Hübschmann and Börner, 1998; Liere and

Maliga, 1999; Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al., 2007). The major

advantage of dRNA-seq over conventional TSS mapping tech-

niques is that it allows for high-throughput, genome-wide, and, thus,

cost-effective TSS mapping.

Here, we address the questions of the existence of ncRNAs

and the division of labor between PEP and NEP in plastids of the

barley (Hordeum vulgare) line albostrians. This mutant line is

characterized by green, white, and striped leaves with identical

genotypes. Plastids in white leaves and white parts of striped

leaves are ribosome deficient and lack all plastid-encoded

proteins, including the core subunits of PEP (Hess et al., 1993).

Therefore, transcription in these mutant plastids is performed

exclusively by NEP. Using dRNA-seq (Sharma et al., 2010), we

mapped TSSs in green (transcription by both PEP and NEP) and

white (transcription only by NEP) albostrians plastids. We

obtained a genome-wide map of the PEP and NEP initiation sites

anddetectednumerousTSSswithin operons, in intergenic spaces,

and opposite to annotated genes, indicating transcriptional un-

couplingwithin polycistronic transcription units and suggesting the

generation of many ncRNA candidates.

RESULTS

dRNA-seq Analysis of the Chloroplast

Primary Transcriptome

We analyzed the primary transcriptome of green (G) and white

(W) albostrians plastids of mature first leaves by dRNA-seq

(Sharma et al., 2010). To discriminate between primary and

processed transcripts, we constructed and compared two dif-

ferential cDNA libraries per plastid type. G and W libraries were

generated from untreated total plastid RNA and thus contained

both primary and processed transcripts. TheG+ andW+ libraries

were generated from TEX-treated plastid RNA and were thus

enriched for primary transcripts (see Supplemental Figure 1 on-

line).We analyzed a similar number of sequence reads (;70,000)

with $18 nucleotides for each library. Using the WU-BLAST

algorithm (http://blast.wustl.edu/), we mapped 94.5% (G+) and

79.1% (G2) of the sequence reads from green plastids and

14.3% (W+) and 7.1% (W2) of the reads from white plastids to

the chloroplast genome of barley (NC_008590). Due to the small

amount of available white mutant leaves, we had to use plastid

samples more contaminated by nuclei and mitochondria than in

the case of green leaves; consequently, a lower percentage of

reads arose from plastids in the white libraries. Nevertheless, the

obtained reads from both W libraries were sufficient to provide a

picture of the transcriptome of PEP-lacking plastids. For each

library, graphs representing the number of mapped sequence

reads per nucleotide were calculated and visualized using the

Integrated Genome Browser (see Supplemental Figure 2 online).

The TEX treatment eliminates processed transcripts and thereby

enriches for primary transcripts in relative terms. The resulting

characteristic difference in the cDNA distribution in (+) compared

with (–) libraries revealed TSSs on a global scale. As a typical

example, the dRNA-seq data for the psbB operon in green

plastids is shown in Figure 1A. This operon comprises five genes

transcribed into a large precursor mRNA, which is extensively

processed. In the G2 library (black), several cDNA peaks (indi-

cated by red arrowheads) are visible, which are completely

eliminated by the exonuclease treatment and missing in the G+

library (red). They correspond to the previously described major

processing sites of this operon (Westhoff, 1985; Chen and Stern,

1991; Barkan et al., 1994; Felder et al., 2001; Pfalz et al., 2009).

Many of the other 59 ends susceptible to degradation by TEX in

our dRNA-seq analysis are also in agreement with previously

published data on chloroplast processing. Additionally, we ver-

ified nine of them as 59-monophosphates using 59-RACE or

circularization RT-PCR (cRT-PCR) (see Supplemental Data Set

1 online). Moreover, we detected short sequences associated

withmost of the processed 59 ends to accumulate in the untreated

samples, suggesting protection from degradation by nucleases.

This is related to the proposed involvement of pentatrico peptide
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repeat (and related) proteins in defining the ends of chloroplast

RNAs (Pfalz et al., 2009; Prikryl et al., 2011). A detailed analysis of

thesesmallRNAs ispresented inaseparatepublication (Zhelyazkova

et al., 2011). In the G+ library, the cDNAs are clustered toward the

nuclease-protected 59 end of the primary transcript, indicating the

TSS of the psbB operon (black arrow). The TSSmapped by dRNA-

seq (see Supplemental Data Set 2A) is in agreement with the one

previously found in spinach (Spinacia oleracea; Westhoff, 1985)

and was verified here by 59-RACE (see Supplemental Data Set 3

online). In total, 11 out of the 12 TSSs, which were previously

determined by alternativemethods, could be detected and defined

with high accuracy by dRNA-seq (up to 62-nucleotide difference;

see Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental References 1 online),

demonstrating the sensitivity and accuracy of this approach for

mapping chloroplast TSSs.

As another example, the dRNA-seq profile for psbA in green

plastids is shown in Figure 1B. After TEX treatment, we observed

a more than fourfold enrichment of cDNAs clustered at the

nuclease-protected 59 end of the primary transcript. The TSS

mapped by dRNA-seq is in agreement with already published

data (Boyer and Mullet, 1988). Unexpectedly, we observed a

distinctive stepwise accumulation of cDNAs in proximity to the 39
end of the psbA open reading frame (ORF) in both the (2) and (+)

libraries but more pronounced in the latter (Figure 1B, red arrow-

heads). The majority of the 39 ends of these cDNA reads matched

precisely the last base pair of the stem-loop structure formed at

the 39 end of the psbA mRNA (Memon et al., 1996; see Supple-

mental Figure 3 online). Stem-loop structures participate inmRNA

39 end formation by blocking 39 to 59 exonuclease activity (Stern

et al., 2010). We mapped comparable TEX-resistant cDNA accu-

mulations near the 39 ends of 14 genes. These may mark the 39
endsof the correspondingmRNAs.A highprobability of stem-loop

structure formation was predicted in all cases. Two of them were

experimentally verified as39 endsand another three correspond to

previously mapped mRNA 39 termini (see Supplemental Table 2

online).

Annotation and Classification of Potential TSSs

In total, we manually assigned 176 and 244 potential TSSs in

green and white albostrians plastids, respectively (see Supple-

mental Data Set 2 online). Of these, 76 (green) and 91% (white)

were at least twofold enriched in our (+) versus (2) libraries. In

both green and white plastids, we identified more TSSs than one

might expect for a genome comprising 113 genes (Saski et al.,

2007; see Methods), many of which clustered in polycistronic

transcription units (Kanno and Hirai, 1993). The initiating nucle-

otide was a purine in 91 (green) and 84% (white) of the TSSs. In

both green and white plastids, A was preferred over G as an

initiating nucleotide, and this preference was more pronounced

in white plastids. The TSSs were further grouped into four

categories based on their genomic location: gTSSs (gene

TSSs), found within the 750-nucleotide region upstream of

annotated genes; iTSSs (internal TSSs) found within annotated

genes and giving rise to sense transcripts; aTSSs (antisense

TSSs) located on the opposite strand within or up to 150 bp up/

downstream of annotated genes and giving rise to antisense

transcripts; and oTSSs (orphan TSSs), TSSs that cannot be

Figure 1. The Barley Chloroplast Transcriptome Revealed by dRNA-

seq.

cDNA reads from libraries enriched [red, (+) libraries] and nonenriched

[black, (�) libraries] for primary transcripts by TEX treatment were

mapped to the barley chloroplast genome. Graphs were normalized to

the number of mapped reads per library and visualized using the

Integrated Genome Browser. Genes are depicted by dashed, unfilled

arrows/rectangles and triangles below the graph files. The y axis indi-

cates per mill (a 10th of a percent) mapped reads per genome position.

(A) cDNA reads of green (G+/�) libraries mapped onto the psbB operon

region. Both strands are represented. The psbB operon is encoded on

the plus strand. The cDNA peaks in G�, which are no longer detectable

after the TEX treatment, are indicated by red arrowheads. They represent

major processing sites of the psbB operon. In the G+ library, the cDNAs

are clustered toward the nuclease-protected 59 end of the primary

transcript, indicating the TSS of the psbB operon (black arrow). The

transcription profile of psbN, encoded within the psbB operon but on the

opposite strand, is also depicted. TpsbN-46 (black arrow with an

asterisk) is one of the examples that was not detected as enriched

transcripts in the TEX-treated G+ library. Multiple TSSs upstream of

psbN and antisense to the psbB operon were mapped.

(B) cDNA reads of green (G+/�) libraries mapped onto psbA. The TSS of

psbA, indicated by a black arrow, is visible after TEX treatment. The 39

terminal hairpin RNAs, marked by red arrowheads, are resistant to TEX

and reveal the 39 end of psbA mRNA.
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assigned to any of the above categories. Several TSSs could be

assigned to more than one category (Figure 2).

Theoretically, a processed 59 endmight be protected from TEX

digestion by stable structures resulting from intramolecular base

pairing. In such a case, a 59 end could be misannotated as a

putative TSS instead of a processing site. Therefore, we bio-

informatically analyzed the first 50 and 100 nucleotides of all

potential primary transcripts mapped in green and white plastids

for the probability of stable structure formation. On average, the

number of nucleotides potentially participating in base pair

interactions was low in the region immediately downstream of

the mapped TSSs. Thus, stable stem loops are unlikely to be

formed near the 59 end of most analyzed transcripts and hence

could not act as a barrier to digestion by TEX (see Supplemental

Figure 4 online). Moreover, 52 TSSs, among them examples with

stable stem-loops at their 59 end, were selected and 40 TSSs

(77%) were successfully verified by 59-RACE analysis as major

59-PPP ends in independent RNA preparations from green and

white plastids (see Supplemental Data Set 3 online). Thus, we

conclude that our TEX-based RNA-seq approach reliably iden-

tifies TSSs and discriminates them from processing sites in RNA

preparations from green and white leaves. Strikingly, only 22

TSSs were found to be identical in green (both PEP and NEP

present) and white (only NEP present) plastids (see Supplemen-

tal Table 3 online). SinceNEP activity was reported to be higher in

white compared with green leaves (Emanuel et al., 2004), chlo-

roplasts of green leaves are not expected to exhibit the activities

of NEP promoters that are not found in white plastids. Thus, at

least 154 of the 176 TSSs (88%) in green barley chloroplasts

should have originated from PEP activity. That is, PEP is by far

the dominating RNA polymerase in chloroplasts of mature

leaves.

Promoter Sequences

The 21- to 225-nucleotide and 226- to 250-nucleotide up-

stream regions of all TSSs mapped in green and white plastids

were screened separately for potential promoter motifs with

lengths of 3 to 9 nucleotides using the Multiple Expectation-

Maximization for Motif Elicitation (MEME) tool (Bailey et al.,

2009). Two 8-nucleotide-long motifs were discovered in the21-

to 225-nucleotide and 226- to 250-nucleotide upstream re-

gions of only 44 (25%) and 20 (11%) of the TSSs, respectively, in

green plastids (Figure 3A). These two motifs were found to be

significantly overrepresented (P value = 2.434e-05 and

0.008552, respectively) in pre-TSS stretches of green plastids

comparedwith those of white plastids and show high similarity to

the previously described210 and235PEP promoter consensus

hexamers (Liere and Börner, 2007). Since it is possible that some

of the 210 and 235 elements are more variable and therefore

hard to be identified using MEME default cutoff values, we

performed a manual search for the occurrence of these motifs.

Indeed, we were able to map a210 element (TAtaaT; uppercase

letters depict overrepresented nucleotide >1 bit) three to nine

nucleotides upstream of the transcription start point in 156 TSSs

(89% of the TSSs) in green leaves. The 235 region was again

found to be less conserved than the210 box. A ttGactmotif 15 to

21 nucleotides upstream of the 210 element was mapped in

70% (109/156) of the TSSs (Figure 3B).

A MEME search of sequences from white plastids revealed an

8-nucleotide-long motif in the 21 to 225 upstream region of 22

TSSs (Figure 3C, left). The motif was found to be significantly

overrepresented (P value = 0.009847) in white compared with

green pre-TSS stretches and resembled an extended version of

the YRTa motif, the most frequently observed NEP promoter

motif (Liere and Börner, 2007). An additional search limited only

to the first 10 nucleotides upstream of the TSSs revealed a

second motif that was significantly more predominant (P value =

2.058e-05) in white pre-TSS regions. The motif represents an-

other version of the YRTa motif and was found upstream of 151

(62%) of the white TSSs (Figure 3C, right). MEME did not detect

any additional motifs in the upstream regions or even when the

analysis was extended to the 250 to +25 regions around the

TSSs in white plastids. Moreover, a manual search for the YRTa

motif increased its detection to only 73%.

The Primary Transcriptome of Annotated Genes

Eighty-nine of the 113 chloroplast genes are part of 20 operons

(polycistronic gene clusters), while 24 genes are transcribed

monocistronically in barley plastids (see Supplemental Figure 5

online and Methods; gene count and operon annotation of the

barley chloroplast genome). We found TSSs upstream of 15 and

Figure 2. Classification and Category Assignment of TSSs Based on

dRNA-seq.

(A) Schematic representation of the annotation and category assignment

of TSSs based on their genomic location in the barley plastome. In

certain cases, a TSS can be assigned to more than one category (e.g.,

iTSS and gTSS). An aTSS that is mapped more than 150 nucleotides

downstream of an annotation but is represented by cDNAs that overlap

with the 39 UTR of the gene is still considered as an aTSS.

(B) Distribution and overlap among TSS categories in green and white

plastids. A total of 244 and 176 TSSs were mapped in white and green

plastids, respectively. TSSs were further grouped into four categories.

The number and percentage (in parentheses) of TSSs assigned to each

category is given. Twenty-one TSSs in white and 15 TSSs in green could

be assigned to more than one category. Twenty-two TSSs were found in

libraries of both green and white plastids.

[See online article for color version of this figure.]
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14 operons and of 19 and 20 separate genes in green and white

plastids, respectively (see Supplemental Figure 5 and Supple-

mental Data Set 4 online). We were able to detect the 59-P ends

for the majority of genes/operons without visible TSSs, suggest-

ing either fast mRNA maturation or low abundance of their

primary transcripts. Only in the cases of rpl32, ndhH, and ndhF

was neither a TSS nor a 59-P detectable among the ;70,000

evaluated sequences per green sample. In samples of white

plastids, we did not detect any transcripts of trnL-UAA, ndhH,

ccsA, and psbE-F-L-J, perhaps owing to their low synthesis or

fast degradation. The genes of transcripts not found in white

plastids may have no NEP promoter. Moreover, 44 gTSSs in

green and 58 in white leaves were found within operons and thus

may function in uncoupling those gene clusters into smaller

polycistronic and monocistronic transcription units. Between

two and six TSSs were found for 25 and 35 genes in green and

white plastids, respectively (seeSupplemental Data Set 4 online),

with two being themost common case. The average length of the

59 untranslated region (UTR; the region between an ORF and its

corresponding TSS) was 235 nucleotides in green and 232

nucleotides in white plastids.

A major goal of this study was to elucidate the division of labor

between PEP andNEP. Eighty gTSSswere found in RNA libraries

of green but not white leaf material, and these TSSs therefore

represented potential primary PEP transcripts. Nineteen gTSSs

were found in both green and white plastids (see Supplemental

Table 3 online). Among them were TrpoB-147, Trpl23-71, and

Trps15-228 (TSSs are named after the downstream-located

gene and the number of nucleotides between the TSS and the

start codon of the ORF), which were previously reported to be

NEP-dependent TSSs in green plastids (Hübschmann and

Börner, 1998; Liere and Maliga, 1999; Swiatecka-Hagenbruch

et al., 2007). These TSSs were significantly overrepresented in

the W+ compared with the G+ library. Identical gTSSs were

found in both green and white libraries in the case of the

photosynthesis genes psbA, psaA, and psbN, whichwere shown

to be transcribed from PEP promoters in chloroplasts (Zghidi

et al., 2007; Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al., 2007). TpsbA-80 and

TpsbN-46 were additionally verified by 59-RACE (see Supple-

mental Data Set 3 online). The identification of these TSSs in

white samples cannot be explained by a contamination with

green chloroplasts, since the PEP-dependent TSSs of other

abundant RNAs (e.g., trnG-UCC, psbE, and petN) were not

detected in samples from white tissue. It seems more likely that

the promoter regions of TpsbA-80, TpsaA-209, and TpsbN-43

represent overlapping motifs recognized by both PEP and NEP.

Indeed, we found promoter motifs for both polymerases up-

stream of TpsbA-80 and TpsbN-43. Consequently, we cannot

conclusively say if PEP, NEP, or both polymerases transcribe

several genes in green barley chloroplasts (see Supplemental

Table 3 online; marked as unclear). The TSSs enriched in white

but not green plastids could indicate potential NEP promoters

used in green plastids (e.g., Trps2-152, TndhB-275, and TndhI-

99; see Supplemental Table 3 online).

Previous data suggested that several genes, such as atpB,

rrn16, and rps4, have both PEP and NEP promoters (Swiatecka-

Hagenbruch et al., 2007). According to our dRNA-seq data, it is a

common feature of plastid genes to have promoters for both

polymerases (see Supplemental Figure 5 and Supplemental Data

Set 4 online). Only for 11 genes (trnL-UAA, trnM-CAU, trnN-GUU,

psbE-F-L-J, trnT, petN, trnS-UGA, and trnQ-UGG) with primary

transcripts in green plastids were no TSSs identified in the RNA of

white plastids. Those genes may indeed have no NEP promoter,

though we cannot rule out that NEP-transcribed primary tran-

scripts exist from these genes, but below the level of detection in

our experiments. Genes coding for subunits of photosynthetic

enzymes, such as photosystem I, photosystem II, and ribulose-

1,5-bis-phosphate carboxylase/oxygenase, were previously sug-

gested to be exclusively transcribed by PEP (Hajdukiewicz et al.,

1997). However, we found TSSs for numerous photosynthesis

genes inwhite tissue. For example, rbcL is transcribed by a typical

NEP promoter with an YRTa motif in white plastids (Figure 4). We

also found TSSs for psbB, psbD, psbM, and other photosynthesis

genes in white libraries. The psaJNEP promoter was even among

the most active promoters in white plastids (see Supplemental

Data Set 2B online). Some of the potential NEP promoters for

Figure 3. Sequence Logos of Promoter Motifs Detected in Green and

White Plastids.

Logos were visualized using WebLogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/).

(A) In green plastids, MEME analysis discovered a �10 (right) and �35

(left) PEP consensus element upstream of 44 and 20 TSSs, respectively.

The motifs were found to be significantly enriched in green pre-TSS

sequences.

(B) A manual search for the PEP promoter elements detected the �10

box (right) in 156 TSSs and the �35 box (left) in 109 of the TSSs with a

mapped �10 element.

(C) Two versions of the YRTa motif were discovered by MEME in white

plastids. A TCaTATat motif (left) was found upstream of 22 of the white

TSSs and YATata (right) upstream of 151 (62%) TSSs.

[See online article for color version of this figure.]
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annotated genes were found as internal promoters within up-

stream genes (see below).

We detected a more than twofold enrichment of potential

primary transcripts starting exactly at position +1 (relative to the

gene start, the mature 59 end normally generated by RNaseP) for

six and 10 trn genes in green and white libraries, respectively.

Five of them were identical between green and white libraries

(see Supplemental Data Set 2 and Supplemental Table 3 online).

These TSSs could either result from upstream promoters or

indicate transcription from internal promoters as proposed for

several chloroplast tRNAgenes in spinach (Gruissemet al., 1986;

Cheng et al., 1997) andmustard (Sinapis alba; Neuhaus and Link,

1990; Nickelsen and Link, 1990; Liere and Link, 1994). They

might be false-positive TSS candidates due to the particular

structure of tRNAs in which the amino acid acceptor stem might

protect some mature 59 ends of tRNAs from the attack of TEX.

Internal TSSs

We mapped numerous TSSs within annotated genes (iTSSs) in

RNA samples of both green and white plastids (see Supplemen-

tal Data Set 2 online). Twenty iTSSs were found in green plastids,

seven of which also qualified as TSSs of downstream genes in

operons, suggesting a potential role of these TSSs in uncoupling

transcription units. Indeed, among them is the previously iden-

tified TpsbC-194 (Sexton et al., 1990). Ten out of the detected 52

iTSSs in white plastids could also be considered as potential

TSSs of downstream genes. For example, we observed an iTSS

(TrpoC1-599) in the rpoB gene in white leaves, whichmight serve

as a gTSS for the transcription of the downstream rpoC1. 59-
RACE analysis detected TrpoC1-599 in samples fromboth green

and white plastids (see Supplemental Data Set 3 online).

Potential Regulatory ncRNAs

We mapped numerous TSSs within or up to 150 bp up or

downstream of annotated genes on the opposite strand (aTSSs),

as well as in intergenic regions (oTSSs) in green and white

plastids (see Supplemental Data Set 2 online), indicating the

synthesis of many ncRNAs. Two examples are presented in

Figure 5. We found 55 aTSSs in both green and white plastids

leading to antisense transcripts to 40 and 45 genes, respectively.

A total of 9 and 11% of the TSSs in green and white plastids,

respectively, were mapped to intergenic regions and represent

oTSSs. The set of aTSSs and oTSSsmapped in green libraries let

us predict 60 ncRNA candidates (denoted Hv_nc) in mature

barley chloroplasts (see Supplemental Data Set 5 online). 59-
RACE analysis revealed two potential ncRNAs, the TSSs of

which were solely visible in white dRNA-seq libraries, to be also

present in green plastids with the same initiating nucleotide (see

Supplemental Data Set 3 online). Therefore, it is possible that

more of the aTSSs or oTSSs exclusively found in white libraries

are actually TSSs of ncRNAs also expressed in green plastids. In

addition, some of the more distant gTSSs could be used for

ncRNA synthesis rather than expression of annotated genes. We

also cannot rule out the possibility that the TSSs of part of the

predicted ncRNAs could be driving transcription of further

downstream located genes. However, the 39 ends of seven

Figure 4. The rbcL Gene Is Transcribed from a NEP Promoter in White Plastids.

(A) cDNA reads of white (W+/�) dRNA-seq libraries mapped onto rbcL. The TSS of rbcL is indicated by a black arrow.

(B) A chromatogram displaying the sequence at the ligation site of a cloned 59-RACE product. The 39 end of the linker and the 59 end of the rbcL primary

transcript are shown. The primary 59 end determined by 59-RACE supports the TSS revealed by dRNA-seq analysis.

(C) Promoter region of rbcL used in white plastids. The TSS identified by dRNA-seq and 59-RACE are marked by a triangle and arrows, respectively. The

sequence motifs shown in red represent putative NEP promoters. An additional TSS immediately downstream of the TSS detected by dRNA-seq was

detected by 59-RACE analysis. The number of clones supporting each TSS in T+ (TAP+) and T� (TAP�) reactions, as well as the total number of

sequenced clones (number after the slash), are given. The numbers of cDNAs in (+/�) dRNA-seq are also listed.
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ncRNA candidates weremapped precisely by 39-RACE analysis,

thus verifying the synthesis of ncRNAs from these TSSs (see

Supplemental Data Set 5 online).

DISCUSSION

We used the TEX-based dRNA-seq approach (Sharma et al.,

2010) to investigate the primary transcriptome of chloroplasts.

We could detect with high accuracy 11 out of the 12 barley

chloroplast TSSs previously determined by alternative methods.

Moreover, we verified, by 59-RACE analysis, 40 novel TSSs

identified by dRNA-seq. Hence, dRNA-seq can serve as a

valuable method for high-throughput and accurate mapping of

TSSs in the chloroplast genome. Our data also indicate that the

majority, if not all, processed chloroplast transcripts have a

monophosphorylated 59 end, since they were efficiently elimi-

nated by TEX. Only a small number of TSSs, mapped during this

study by 59-RACE or described previously, were not detectable

as enriched transcripts in the TEX-treated G+ library (see Sup-

plemental Data Set 2A online; Not enriched). A possible reason

for the missing enrichment could be identical primary and

processed 59 ends, which would hinder their unequivocal iden-

tification by dRNA-seq. Identical initiation and processing sites

were described for several transcripts in Arabidopsis thaliana

mitochondria (Kühn et al., 2005). Recently it was demonstrated

that the RNA polymerase of the Gram-negative bacterium Pseu-

domonas aeruginosa may use nanoRNAs as primers for tran-

scription initiation, thus generating primary transcripts with 59
ends similar to processed ones (Goldman et al., 2011). Even

though there is no indication that such a process takes place in

plastids, a potential similar function of PEP, the bacteria-type

RNA polymerase, would explain why no enrichment after TEX

treatment of some primary transcripts was observed only in

green libraries. Furthermore, RppH, a member of the Nudix (for

nucleoside diphosphates linked to some moiety X) hydrolase

enzyme family, removes the b and g phosphates of the initiating

nucleotide in primary transcripts and thereby initiates rapid RNA

decay in E. coli (Deana et al., 2008). An analogous activity is

found in Bacillus subtilis (Richards et al., 2011). In Arabidopsis

there are 27 genes encoding Nudix hydrolase homologs, with

seven and eight of them being targeted to mitochondria and

chloroplasts, respectively. Organellar-type Nudix hydrolases

showed pyrophosphohydrolase activity toward various sub-

strates, such as ADP-Rib, ADP-Glc, CoA, and NADH (Ogawa

et al., 2008). However, it still remains to be elucidated if one or

more of these enzymes also exhibit RppH-like activity and

generate monophosphorylated 59 ends of organellar transcripts.
The nuclear and mitochondrial genomes of higher plants

contain sequences of chloroplast origin that still may show a

high degree of similarity or even identity to the original sequence

(Noutsos et al., 2005; Hao and Palmer, 2009). Though usually not

active, somemight be transcribed and contained in our samples,

in particular in those from the less pure plastids isolated from

white leaves. We would expect such chloroplast-like transcripts

from the nucleus to carry nonchloroplast sequences at the 59
end, permitting their detection. In the case of chloroplast-like

transcripts of mitochondrial origin, the situation is more compli-

cated, since the mitochondrial RNA polymerases recognize NEP

promoters (i.e., complete chloroplast sequences could be tran-

scribed in mitochondria). The lack of a complete mitochondrial

genome sequence of barley, however, precludes the analysis of

such mitochondria-borne sequences. Arguably, one should be

able to detect such sequences in our cDNA libraries because

Figure 5. ncRNA Candidates in Mature Plastids.

(A) cDNA reads of green (G+/�) libraries mapped onto the petB exon 1. The detected processed 59 end of petB is indicated by a red arrowhead and the

TSS of the petB antisense transcript, as_petB (Hv_nc40), is marked by a black arrow. The direction of transcription is indicated by black arrowheads on

the DNA strands. The as_petB RNA is complementary to the intron binding sites 1 and 2 of the petB intron (group II intron).

(B) dRNA-seq reveals an ncRNA (Hv_nc50) in the intergenic region between trnL-CAA and trnI-CAU in both green and white plastids. The detected

oTSSs are indicated by black arrows.
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they too might be chimeric (i.e., are fused to nonchloroplast

sequences) So far, we have not found chimeric sequences of this

type in white or green libraries. We tested in particular tRNAs for

slightly deviating sequences, since plant mitochondrial genomes

have active tRNA genes of chloroplast origin that are nearly

identical in both genomes. As a rule, however, mitochondrial

transcripts are of much lower abundance than chloroplast tran-

scripts, which could be the reason why we have not detected

indications for transcripts of potential mitochondrial origin.

According to our data, several features of chloroplast tran-

scription that have previously been demonstrated only for a few

genes or operons can be regarded as characteristic for most

genes/operons. (1) Multiple promoters drive transcription of

many individual genes and operons. (2) Internal promoters

(gTSSs) were mapped in most operons. While bacteria com-

monly use polycistronic mRNAs in translation and only rarely

cleave them to generate less complex transcripts, plastid poly-

cistronic mRNAs may undergo processing, resulting in smaller

polycistronic or monocistronic RNAs. If the intercistronic pro-

cessing has evolved to facilitate translation on plastid ribosomes,

is still a matter of debate (Barkan, 2011). The presence of

numerous operon-internal TSSs is another way to generate

less complex transcripts and to adjust the abundance of indi-

vidual mRNAs transcribed from the same operon. (3) The fact

that 59 UTRs play a role in posttranscriptional regulation of gene

expression from processing to translation (Stern et al., 2010) is

supported by our observation thatmost chloroplastmRNAs have

long 59 UTRs. Thus, binding of more than one protein to the UTR

might be a common phenomenon. Alternatively, such long 59
UTRs could indicate the necessity for complex folding of this

region, which might be a requirement for riboswitches or the

binding of certain proteins. Usage of multiple promoters allows

for the transcription of mRNAs with different lengths of 59 UTRs
from the same gene/operon and might be a way to control

stability and function of the RNAs. (4) PEP is the dominating RNA

polymerase in green leaves. We included RNA of white leaves of

the albostrians mutant in our analyses to learn more about the

division of labor between PEP and NEP in plastid gene expres-

sion. Our data clearly demonstrate that only a minority of tran-

scripts in mature chloroplasts originates from NEP activity.

Promoter Motifs in Green andWhite Plastids

In green plastids, both PEP and NEP primary transcripts exist,

with the former being the predominant type (at least 88% of all

primary transcripts). Consequently, MEME analysis detected the

typical motifs of PEP promoters as the only conserved se-

quences in the upstream region of the TSSs mapped in green

plastids. However, the 210 and 235 boxes were discovered

upstream of only 25and 11%, respectively, of all TSSs. We

identified as a main reason for the poor detection by MEME the

high variability of the nucleotides in the PEP promoter elements,

since a manual search with relaxed parameters (see Methods)

increased their detection: the 210 box was mapped in 89% of

the TSSs, while the 235 box in 70% of the TSSs with a 210

element. Still, the lower conservation of the 235 box suggests

that PEP transcription can occur independently of the 235

element and relies on motifs with extremely low similarity to the

E. coli s70 235 element or other variable cis-elements.

All TSSs in white plastids are generated by NEP activity.

However, we detected the YRTamotif typical for NEP type Ia and

Ib promoters (Liere et al., 2011) upstream of only 73% of the

TSSs in white leaves. Similarly, upstream of many TSSs in higher

plant mitochondria, where transcription is performed by NEP-

related phage-type RNA polymerases, no conserved promoter

motifs could be detected. (Liere et al., 2011). We also found no

evidence for a conserved GAA-box in a regular distance to the

YRTa motif in the barley NEP promoters as described for so-

called type Ib NEP promoters in dicots (Liere and Börner, 2007).

Transcription from tobacco PclpP-53, the only example of a NEP

class II promoter, also was shown to be dependent on promoter

elements located downstream of the TSSs (25 to +25; Sriraman

et al., 1998). MEME did not detect any downstream motif when

the analyzed region around the TSSs in white leaves was

extended to 250 to +25 (i.e., a consensus motif for type II

promoters could not be observed), leaving type Ia the only NEP

promoter type clearly identifiable in barley plastids. If this is

related to the fact that barley and other grasses have only one

NEP polymerase (RPOTp) in contrast with eudicots, which have

two NEP polymerases (RPOTp and RPOTmp; Liere et al., 2011),

remains to be further analyzed.

Function of PEP and NEP

A surprising finding was the extremely high number of promoters

used in white leaves in the absence of PEP. We performed a

computer-aided analysis of the 59 sequences of all identified

primary transcripts in green andwhite samples for their potential to

form stable stem-loop structures. Stem-loop structures might

protect the RNA molecules from degradation by TEX and could

therefore result in misidentification of processed transcripts as

primary ones. According to this analysis, such structures are

unlikely to be formed near the 59 end of most analyzed transcripts

in both plastid types (see Supplemental Figure 4 online). Addition-

ally, we selected 30 TSSs of white plastids for further analysis by

59-RACE analysis and could verify 25 of them. We also found no

evidence for the occurrence of double-stranded RNA, often

protected fromexonucleolytic attack,whichwouldbe represented

in our libraries by cDNA reads precisely complementary to each

other. Thus, the TEX-resistant 59 ends should indeedbeTSSs, and

we can exclude the possibility that the identified primary tran-

scripts in white plastids would represent RNAs generated by

processing or degradation of larger read-through transcripts

initiated at only a few NEP promoters.

We mapped altogether 244 TSSs in white plastids, among

them 128 gTTSs upstream of 70 plastid genes. Many of the NEP-

transcribed genes encode proteins of the photosynthetic appa-

ratus andwere previously thought to be expressed solely by PEP

(Hajdukiewicz et al., 1997; Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al., 2007).

Transcription of all genes was previously observed in DrpoB

(PEP-deficient) tobacco plastids and mainly attributed to spuri-

ous transcription initiation by NEP throughout the plastome

(Legen et al., 2002). However, our high-resolution TSS mapping

analysis revealed that RNAs in white plastids are not transcribed

from randomly distributed AT-rich sequences or YRTamotifs but
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rather result from distinct initiation sites localized directly up-

stream of the genes. Moreover, we observed that NEP is able to

generate virtually the samemRNAs as PEP, with similar 59 and 39
UTR lengths and, in the case of psaA, psbA, and psbN, even the

same 59 primary end. Therefore, it is still unclear why NEP cannot

rescue the albino phenotype in DrpoB tobacco plastids (i.e.,

PEP-deficient mutants with functional translation). The amount

of transcripts generated by NEP instead of PEP might be simply

insufficient to meet the demands for the extensive translation

required for greening (Siemenroth et al., 1981; Allison et al.,

1996). Alternatively or additionally, NEP may not transcribe a

small number of genes for which we found TSSs in green but not

in white plastids. Furthermore, mRNA stability and even trans-

lational efficiency may be correlated with differential RNAP

usage (Legen et al., 2002; Cahoon et al., 2004).

The activation of a NEP promoter was described in Arabidop-

sis to compensate for abolished transcription from the atpB PEP

promoter (Schweer et al., 2006). We observed that, in the

absence of PEP, at least 222 NEP promoters that were unde-

tected by our analysis in green plastids are used in white tissue.

Therefore, activation of transcription by NEP in the absence of

PEPmight serve as a general rescuemechanism in higher plants.

The observed stimulation of NEP-dependent transcription might

be connected to the higher accumulation ofRPOTp transcripts in

white albostrians leaves (Emanuel et al., 2004). Additionally or

alternatively, PEP, being the more abundant and active RNA

polymerase in mature chloroplasts, might hinder the access of

NEP to its promoters if they are located in close proximity to PEP

promoters (Lyubetsky et al., 2011). We indeed observed many

examples of NEP promoters in the neighborhood of PEP pro-

moters. Therefore, it would be interesting to experimentally

compare the strength of binding of NEP and PEP to their

promoters and to see to what degree NEP transcription is

stimulated if PEP activity is reduced but not fully lacking.

The question remains as to whether the numerous NEP pro-

moters found in white mutant plastids are also active in normal

wild-type plastids. We could show by 59-RACE analysis that

several TSSs solely detected in W libraries are also used in wild-

type chloroplasts, suggesting that there might exist quite a large

number of NEP promoters with weak activities in green leaves

that were below the level of detection by our dRNA-seq analysis.

Moreover, the Arabidopsis RPOTmp gene coding for a mito-

chondrial and chloroplast (NEP) RNA polymerase is particularly

active in nongreen tissues and in very young leaves (Emanuel

et al., 2006). Similarly, the expression of the previously described

NEP-dependent genes was distinctly higher in developing com-

pared with mature chloroplasts (Courtois et al., 2007; Zoschke

et al., 2007). Therefore, it should be worth investigating devel-

oping chloroplasts for the usage of the NEP promoters exclu-

sively detected in white albostrians plastids.

Plastid ncRNAs

Only a few reports support the existence of regulatory ncRNAs in

chloroplasts. They focus on single RNAs and do not point to

ncRNAs as a more general regulatory principle (Nishimura et al.,

2004; Georg et al., 2010; Hotto et al., 2010; Zghidi-Abouzid et al.,

2011). One study identified 12 ncRNAs in tobacco chloroplasts

(Lung et al., 2006). However, none of them was proven to

originate from independent RNA genes, rather than being prod-

ucts of processing or degradation of other transcripts. Another

study demonstrated the interference of an artificial asRNA with

the editing of the corresponding sense RNA in chloroplasts

(Hegeman et al., 2005). Moreover, asRNAs generated as by-

products of read-through transcription and subsequent pro-

cessing can interfere with the translational efficiency of the target

mRNAs. Such asRNAs are normally eliminated by RNase J

(Sharwood et al., 2011).

In contrast with the situation in chloroplasts, numerous bac-

terial ncRNAs with regulatory functions have been described.

Recent studies revealed a high degree of antisense and non-

coding transcription in a cyanobacterium (Georg et al., 2009;

Mitschke et al., 2011). Here, we provide evidence for extensive

ncRNA synthesis in plastids. We detected numerous ncRNAs

from intergenic regions aswell as antisense transcripts to;35%

of all genes in green plastids. We verified the existence of several

selected ncRNAs by an alternative approach. We speculate that

some of the asRNAs detected in this studymay have a function in

regulating chloroplast gene expression, since they are comple-

mentary to known important regulatory regions of chloroplast

mRNAs, like the 59 UTR (e.g., as_atpI, as_rps15, and as_psaA),

and may function to repress transcription and translation as in

bacteria. Moreover, other asRNA candidates were found to be

complementary to essential regions involved in base-pairing

interactions required for splicing of group II introns in plastids

[e.g., as_petB(1) as_trnV, and as_rpl2]. Likemost of theannotated

plastid genes, various ncRNA candidates have both PEP and

NEP promoters. Differences in the composition and abundance

of ncRNAs in green andwhite samplesmight indicate functions in

different tissues or at different stages of chloroplast development.

Elucidation of the function and relevance of ncRNAs in plastids

may turn out to be a new and exciting field of chloroplast biology.

METHODS

Plant Material

The barley mutant line albostrians (Hordeum vulgare cv ‘Haisa’) was

grown for 11 d in soil at 238C in a growth chamber with a photoperiod of

16 h (light intensity: 150 mE s21 m22). The progeny of homozygous

albostrians plants consists of green, white, and striped seedlings in a ratio

of ;1:1:8. The recessive nuclear albostrians allele is proposed to cause

the loss of ribosomes in about half of the plastids early in development.

Consequently, green tissue contains normally developed green chloro-

plasts, while white tissue contains ribosome-deficient plastids, and both

types of tissue have identical genotypes (Hagemann and Scholz, 1962;

Börner et al., 1976; Hess et al., 1993). The first leaves from completely

green and white seedlings were harvested and used directly for plastid

isolation.

Plastid Isolation

Plastids were isolated as previously described (Zubo et al., 2008). Briefly,

10 mg of leaf material were homogenized in 90 mL of homogenization

buffer (0.33 M sorbitol, 50 mM Tricine, pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, and 5 mM

b-mercaptoethanol). The homogenate was filtered through two layers of

Miracloth (Calbiochem-Behring) and centrifuged at 4000 rpm (green) or
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10,000 rpm (white) for 10 min. The pellet was resuspended in 1.5 mL of

homogenization buffer and fractionated in a 30%/70% (green) or 10%/

20%/70% (white) discontinuous Percoll gradient (GE Healthcare) by

centrifugation at 6000 rpm (green) or 12,000 rpm (white) for 30 min. Intact

chloroplasts from green leaves were collected at the interphase between

30 and 70% of Percoll. Plastids from white leaves were collected at the

interphase between 20 and 70% (intact plastids) and 10 and 20% (semi-

intact), and the mixture of intact and semi-intact plastids was used in the

subsequent steps. All procedures were performed at 48C. Plastids were

washed two times in homogenization buffer, pelleted, and stored at

2808C.

RNA Extraction

Total RNA was extracted from isolated plastids using TRIzol (Invitrogen)

following the manufacturer’s protocol. The RNA concentration was

determined by optical density with a spectrophotometer at 260 nm

(Nanodrop), and the integrity of rRNA bands was verified by electropho-

resis on 1% denaturating agarose gels containing 1.7 M formaldehyde.

The RNA was stored at 2808C.

dRNA-seq, Read Mapping, and Data Visualization

Depletion of processed RNAs was performed as previously described

(Sharma et al., 2010). Briefly, genomic DNA contamination was removed

from total RNA from green and white plastids using gDNA Wipeout buffer

(Qiagen). For depletion of processed transcripts, 7 mg of RNA from each

sample was treated with TEX (Epicentre; TER51020) or in buffer alone for 60

min at 308C. One unit of TEX was used per 1 mg total chloroplast RNA.

Followingorganic extraction (25:24:1 [v/v] phenol/chloroform/isoamyalcohol),

RNAwas recoveredbyovernightprecipitationwith2.5volumesofethanol/0.1

M sodium acetate, pH 6.5. RNA was further treated with 1 unit tobacco acid

pyrophosphatase (TAP; Epicentre; T19100) for 1 h at 378C to generate

59-monophosphates for linker ligation and again purified by organic

extraction and precipitation as described above. cDNA library prepara-

tion and 454 pyrosequencing were performed as previously described

(Berezikov et al., 2006) but omitting size fractionation. Sequencing was

performed on Roche 454 FLX machines at the Max Planck Institute for

Molecular Genetics (Berlin, Germany).

For mapping of cDNAs, 59-linker and poly(A)-tail clipped reads of at

least 18 nucleotides were aligned to the barley chloroplast genome

(NC_008590) using WU-BLAST 2.0 (http://blast.wustl.edu/) with the fol-

lowing parameters: 2B = 1; 2V = 1; 2m = 1; 2n = 23; 2Q = 3; 2R = 3;

2gspmax = 1; 2hspmax = 1; 2mformat = 2; and 2e = 0.0001. For each

library, graphs representing the number of mapped reads per nucleotide

were calculated and visualized using the Integrated Genome Browser

version 6.1 software fromAffymetrix as previously described (Sittka et al.,

2008). The graphs were normalized to the total number of mapped reads

in each library, and the y axis indicates per mill mapped reads at a given

position.

Annotation and Classification of TSSs

A 59 end was considered a TSS when it was both represented by at least

two cDNA reads starting at the same genomic position (nucleotide) and

found enriched after the TEX treatment. A 59 end represented by one

cDNAwas considered only as a gTSSwhen it extended into an annotated

gene and a consensus promoter was predicted upstream. A 59 end

represented by less cDNAs in (+) than (2) green libraries (see Supple-

mental Data Set 3A online; column: Not enriched) was still accepted as a

TSS if (1) it agreed with already published data, (2) was verified as a TSS

by 59-RACE (see Supplemental Data Set 2 online), or (3) it was enriched

after TEX treatment in white libraries. We accepted TSS of trn genes

mapped to +1 relative to the gene start only if they were found to be at

least twofold enriched in (+) versus (2) libraries. Stepwise accumulation of

cDNAs enriched in our (+) libraries with similar 39 ends mapped shortly

downstream of annotated ORFs were regarded as signals corresponding

to 39 UTRs. Several enriched 59 ends mapped within five consecutive

nucleotides were considered a single TSS and denoted by the genomic

position of the most abundant of the 59 ends in (+) libraries. The less

abundant 59 ends are listed in the Comments section of Supplemental

Data Set 3 online.

TSSs were grouped into four categories based on their location with

respect to annotated genes in the barley plastome (Figure 2). The

categories were assigned as previously described (Sharma et al., 2010)

with the following modifications. We increased the distance of gTSSs to

the annotated genes from 500 to 750 nucleotides since chloroplast genes

can be transcribed by both PEP and NEP from promoters located far

upstream (Liere and Börner, 2007). In barley, the most distant experi-

mentally verified gene initiation site is PpsbD-711 (Berends Sexton et al.,

1990; Sexton et al., 1990), which was also mapped here as a TSS by

dRNA-seq (see Supplemental Table 1 online). gTSSs with cDNA reads

that did not reach into a downstream gene were referred to as “discon-

nected” (see Comments section of Supplemental Data Set 3 online).

Since we detected a big average length of UTRs in green and white

plastids, the distance of an aTSS to the upstream/downstream annotated

gene on the opposite strand was increased from 100 to 150 nucleotides.

An aTSS mapped more than 150 nucleotides downstream of an anno-

tated gene was still considered an aTSS if it was represented by cDNAs

overlapping with the 39 UTR of the gene.

Secondary Structure Prediction of the 59 Regions of

Primary Transcripts

Minimum free energy secondary structures of the 59 regions of the 176

and 244 primary transcripts mapped in green and white plastids, respec-

tively, were predicted using RNAfold (part of the Vienna RNA Package

version 1.8.5; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981; McCaskill, 1990; Hofacker et al.,

1994; Hofacker and Stadler, 2006; Bompfünewerer et al., 2008) using the

default parameters and the “-p” flag to retrieve the partition function and

base pairing probability matrix. The analysis was performed within the

first 50 and 100 nucleotides of the 59 region. Based on the minimum free

energy structures, mountain plot values representing the number of

enclosing nucleotides per nucleotide position were calculated using a

small Python script (http://www.python.org/). The mountain plot distri-

butions were visualized as box plots using R (http://www.r-project.org/).

Promoter Analysis

The21- to225-,226- to250-,21- to210-, and250- to +25-nucleotide

regions of 176 and 244 TSSs mapped by dRNA-seq (see Supplemental

Data Sets 2A and 2B online) in green and white plastids, respectively,

were screened for commonmotifs with lengths of 3 to 9 nucleotides using

MEME (Bailey et al., 2009) version 4.7.0 with default cutoff values. MEME

outputs were corrected for the expected distances of the detectedmotifs

with respect to +1 (Liere and Börner, 2007). The occurrence of detected

MEMEmotifs was further examined using theMotif Alignment andSearch

Tool (MAST; part of the MEME suite). A Pearson’s x2 test with Yates’

continuity correction of MAST scores was used to determine if the motifs

were significantly overrepresented in the analyzed sequences of green or

white plastids (P value < 0.05 = significant). The manual search for PEP

promoter motifs was performed by enforcing 50% similarity (three out of

six) to all of the nucleotides and 60% similarity (two out of three) to the

overrepresented ones in the published consensus210 (TAtaaT) and235

(TTGaca; Liere and Börner, 2007). In case of the210 box, only hexamers

with at least one adenine residue were considered. The distance of the

210 element to the TSSs was restricted from 3 to 9 nucleotides, since

these were the extremes found in already published data on plastid
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promoters (Sun et al., 1989; Swiatecka-Hagenbruch et al., 2007). A 235

elementwasexpected15 to21nucleotidesupstreamof the210box (Harley

and Reynolds, 1987). The upstream sequences of white TSSs in which no

motif was detected byMEMEweremanually screened for the presence of a

YRTa motif 2 to 5 nucleotides upstream of the TSSs. All sequence logos

were generated usingWebLogo (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/; Crooks

et al., 2004).

Gene Count and Operon Annotation of the Barley

Chloroplast Genome

There are 113 unique genes on the barley chloroplast genome, 78 of

which are protein coding and 37 of which code for tRNAs or rRNAs (Saski

et al., 2007). Maturation of rps12 mRNA involves trans-splicing of 59-

rps12 and 39-rps12 (Hildebrand et al., 1988), and the respective genes

were therefore considered as two separate genes. Genes from inverted

repeat regions were counted only once. Two trn genes are annotated in

the region from 15209 to 15338 on the barley chloroplast genome

(NC_008590): trnM-CAU (15209-15267) and trnT-GGU (15275-15338)

(NC_008590). However, we detected cDNAs corresponding only to trnT-

GGU, mapping to position 15203 to 15274.Moreover, trnK-UUUwas also

reannotated: exon 1, 4460 to 4425; exon 2, 1945 to 1910. The absence of

trnM-CAU and the new annotation of trnT-GGU and trnK-UUU were

supported by the tRNAscan-SE program (http://lowelab.ucsc.edu/

tRNAscan-SE/; Lowe and Eddy, 1997). Gene content and gene order of

the barley chloroplast genome were found to be identical to those of rice

(Oryza sativa; Saski et al., 2007). According to experimental data, 17

polycistronic and 22 monocistronic transcripts were detected in rice

(Kanno andHirai, 1993). Here, we accept the same organization for barley

chloroplast genes with the following modifications: (1) trnE-Y was

regarded as an operon, since the corresponding polycistronic transcript

was detected in our analysis; (2) rpoC1-C2 bicistronic transcript was

expanded to rpoB-rpoC1-rpoC2 (Hudson et al., 1988); (3) clpP- rps12 59

operon was corrected to clpP- rps12 59- rpl20 (Hübschmann et al., 1996);

(3) trnK exon 1-matK-trnK exon 2 was regarded as a polycistronic

transcript; (4) psbM, psbN, and ndhF were considered to be monocis-

tronic transcripts as previously shown (Kawaguchi et al., 1992; Casano

et al., 2001); (5) trnG-trnfMwas considered to be a polycistronic transcript

(Oliver and Poulsen, 1984); (6) psaI, rpl23 (HvsvCp031), trnV-GAC, and

trnS-UGA failed to be detected in rice as parts of any of the nearby

transcription units and are therefore assumed to be transcribed mono-

cistronically. In summary, we assume that 89 barley plastid genes are

grouped into 20 operons, while 24 genes are transcribed as monocis-

tronic RNAs (see Supplemental Data Set 4 online).

59-RACE, 39-RACE, and cRT-PCR

The 59 ends were identified by 59-RACE analysis as previously described

(Kühnetal., 2005).Briefly, 1mgof totalRNA fromgreenandwhiteplastidswas

treated with TAP (Epicentre) or in buffer alone for 60 min at 378C. Following

organic extraction (25:24:1 [v/v/v] phenol/chloroform/isoamyalcohol),

RNAwas recovered by overnight precipitation with 3 volumes of ethanol/

3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.2. RNA was then ligated to the 59 RNA linker

(5R_L; see Supplemental Data Set 6 online) and again purified by organic

extraction and precipitation as described above. RT was performed with

up to five target specific reverse primers and followed by another step of

organic extraction and precipitation. Target- and linker-specific primers

were used to amplify the products of the RT reaction. Nested PCRs were

performed. PCR products were analyzed on gels, and products of interest

were excised, purified, and ligated into the pGEM-T vector (Promega).

Ligation productswere transformed intoEscherichia coliTOP10 (Invitrogen).

Bacterial clones containing the plasmid inserts were subjected to DNA

sequencing with primer M13_rev (vector-specific primer). The templates for

the sequencing reactions were prepared using the TempliPhi500 amplifica-

tion kit (GE Healthcare) following the manufacturer’s protocol.

The 39 ends were verified by 39-RACE using the abundant chloroplast

transcript of rrn16 (monophosphorylated) as 39 linker. One microgram of

total RNA from green and white plastids was self-ligated for 60 min at

378C using 40 units of T4 RNA ligase (Epicentre) in the presence of 1 mM

ATP and 40 units of RNase inhibitor (Fermentas) in the appropriate buffer.

Control reactions were set up without adding ligase. Following organic

extraction (25:24:1 [v/v/v] phenol/chloroform/isoamyalcohol), RNA was

recovered by overnight precipitation with 3 volumes of ethanol/3 M

sodium acetate, pH 5.2. RNA was then reverse-transcribed using rrn16-

specific primer (3R_1; see Supplemental Data Set 6 online) and Super-

Script III (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Following

organic extraction, cDNA was recovered as described above. Target

(forward) and rrn16 (reverse) specific primers were used for amplification

of the products of the RT reaction. Annealing steps were performed at

558C in the first PCR and 588C in the subsequent nested PCR. PCR

products were further handled as described above.

cRT-PCR was performed as previously described (Pfalz et al., 2009).

Oligonucleotides

A list of DNA and RNA oligonucleotides used for 59-RACE, 39-RACE, and

cRT-PCR is provided in Supplemental Data Set 6 online.

Data Files

Graph files of blasted sequence reads equal to/bigger than 18 nucleotides

and TSS and processing sites annotations in G andW libraries (.gff files) are

available at http://www2.hu-berlin.de/biologie/genetics/Graph%20files.zip.

Accession Number

The dRNA-seq data from this article have been deposited in the National

Center for Biotechnology Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar

et al., 2002) under accession number GSE33773 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/projects/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE33773).
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Supplemental Figure 1. Experimental setup and overview of sequenced and mapped reads. Total 
RNA from green (G) and white (W) albostrians plastids of mature first leaves was used to generate 
two differential cDNA libraries per plastid type. G- and W- libraries were constructed from TEX 
untreated RNA which contained both primary (5’-PPP) and processed (5’-P) transcripts. G+ and W+ 
libraries were generated from RNA treated with TEX, which degrades processed (5’-P) transcripts 
and thus enriches for primary (5’-PPP) transcripts. RNA was further treated with TAP (tobacco acid 
pyrophosphates), which converts 5’-PPP to 5’-P (to allow for the subsequent 5’ linker ligation), follo-
wed by addition of poly(A) tails, 5’ linker ligation and reverse transcription. Libraries were sequenced 
on a Roche 454 FLX sequencer. (i) Indicates the number of sequenced reads for each library. After 
linker and polyA-tail clipping, only cDNA reads longer than/ equal to 18 nt were further considered. 
(ii) A similar number of sequence reads for each library were blasted against the barley chloroplast 
genome (NC_008590) using the WU-Blast algorithm (http://blast.wustl.edu/). (iii) We mapped 94.5% 
(G+) and 79.1% (G-) of the considered sequence reads from green plastids and 14.3% (W+) and 7.1% 
(W-) of the ones from white plastids.   
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Supplemental Figure 2. Mapped reads of green (G) and white (W) dRNA-seq libraries. cDNA reads from libraries enriched by 
TEX treatment (red, (+) libraries) and non-enriched (black, (-) libraries) for primary transcripts were mapped to the barley chlo-
roplast genome (NC_008590). Graphs were normalized to the number of mapped reads per library and visualized using the Inte-
grated genome browser (IGB). The Y-axis indicates per mill (a tenth of a pecentage) mapped reads per genome position.  Anno-
tated genes are represented as black boxes. The chloroplast genome of higher plants is divided into four regions: large single 
copy (LSC), small single copy (SSC) and two inverted repeat (IRa/b) regions. Here, only IRa is depicted, since cDNA reads 
belonging to the IR were mapped only to this inverted repeat. Both the plus and the minus are shown. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Detection of 3’ terminal hairpin RNAs in TEX treated samples. A close-
up view of the cDNA reads of green (G+/-) libraries mapped to psbA. A distinctive stepwise accu-
mulation of cDNAs in proximity to the 3’ end of the psbA ORF was observed to be more 
pronounced in G+. The most predominant 3’ end of these cDNAs matches precisely with the last 
base-pair of the previously described stem-loop structure (Memon et al., 1996; complementary 
region is underlined) formed at the 3’ end of psbA mRNA.  
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Supplemental Figure 4. Prediction of stable structure formation at the 5’ ends of primary 
transcripts. Mountain plot value distributions representing the number of enclosing nucleotides 
per nucleotide position within the first 50/100 nt of all primary transcripts in green/white plas-
tids. The mountain plot values were calculated based on the minimum free energy structures 
predicted of the analyzed sequences. (A)  and (B) Mountain plot value distribution for the first 
50 and 100 nt, respectively, of all primary transcripts in green plastids. (C) and (D) Mountain 
plot value distribution for the first 50 and 100 nt, respectively, of all primary transcripts in white 
plastids.
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Supplemental Figure 5. Operon and TSS map of the barley chloroplast genome. The outer circle depicts the gene or-
ganization of the barley chloroplast genome (NC_008590). The graphical representation was created using OGDraw 
(OrganellarGenomeDRAW; http://ogdraw.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/; Lohse et al., 2007) and further modified. Genes at 
the inside and outside of the circle are transcribed clockwise and counter clockwise, respectively. Assigned operons (for 
more information see Supplemental Materials and Methods) are marked by arrows. Genes are color coded based on the 
detection of their TSSs in the corresponding plastid type: green- genes for which TSSs were detected solely in green 
plastids; yellow- genes for which TSSs were detected solely in white plastids; red- genes for which TSSs were detected 
in both plastid types; and grey- genes for which TSSs were not detected in our analysis. The inner circle of the figure 
depicts the genomic position of all mapped TSSs as follows: green -TSSs mapped in G library; orange- TSSs mapped 
in W library and red- TSSs identical between G and W. cDNA reads mapped to the inverted repeat (IR) are shown only 
within IRa. The image was generated using CGView (Circular Genome Viewer; http://wishart.biology.ualberta.ca 
/cgview/; Stothard and Wishart, 2005). 
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Supplemental Table 1. Comparison of TSSs determined by dRNA-seq with previously mapped 

primary ends. The TSSs are marked with a T and named after the downstream located gene and 

the number of nt between the primary 5’ end mapped in this study and the start codon of the 

ORF (e.g., TpsbA-80). The difference (in nucleotides) between the previously mapped genomic 

position of a TSS and the one determined here is calculated. The references of the previously 

determined TSSs are provided. 

 

TSS  Strand 
Previously mapped 
genomic position 

Genomic position  
based on dRNA‐seq 

Difference 
(nt) 

Reference 

TpsbA‐80  ‐  1760  1760  0  Boyer and Mullet, 1988 

TpsbK‐171  +  7096  7096  0 
Sexton et al., 1990a;     
Sexton et al., 1990b   

TpsbD‐711  +  8448  8448  0 
Sexton et al., 1990a;     
Sexton et al., 1990b 

TpsbD‐557  +  8602  8602  0 
Sexton et al., 1990a;     
Sexton et al., 1990b 

TpsbC‐194  +  9972  9974  2 
Sexton et al., 1990a;     
Sexton et al., 1990b 

TpsaA‐209  ‐  42091  42089  2 
Berends et al., 1987; 

Swiatecka‐Hagenbruch et al., 
2007 (Arabidopsis) 

TrbcL‐316  +  54623  n.d.    Poulsen, 1984 

TclpP‐132  ‐  69033  69032  1 
Hübschmann and Börner, 

1998 

Trpl23‐71  ‐  83582  83580  2 
Hübschmann and Börner, 

1998 

TrpoB‐147  +  19940  19940  0 
Silhavy and Maliga, 1998; 
Liere and Börner, 2007 

(Maize) 

TatpB‐593  ‐  54749  54749  0 
Silhavy and Maliga, 1998; 
Liere and Börner, 2007 

(Maize) 

Trrn16‐116  +  92567  92569  2 
Hübschmann and Börner, 

1998 
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Supplemental Table 2. Potential mRNA 3’ termini revealed by hairpin RNAs resistant to TEX treatment. TEX-resistant cDNA 

accumulations mapped near the 3’ ends of 14 genes reveal potential mRNA 3’ termini. The name and the genomic position of the end 

of the genes are given. The genomic position of the most predominant 3’ end of each cDNA accumulations was selected as a potential 

mRNA 3’ end and the corresponding 3’ UTR length (nt) was calculated. The optimal secondary structure and the minimum free 

energy (kcal/mol) of the inverted repeat (IR)/stem-loop predicted near the potential mRNAs 3’ ends were predicted using RNAfold 

Server (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAfold.cgi).  

 

Gene  Strand 
Gene 
end 

mRNA 
3' end 

3' UTR 
length 

Potential inverted repeat (IR) near mRNA 3'end 
Min. free energy 

(kcal/mol) 
Comments/Reference 

rps19  +  490  573  83  AAAAUACCCAAUAUCUUGCUAGAACAAGAUAUUGGGUAUUUU 
((((((((((((((((((......)))))))))))))))))) ‐23.1   

psbA  ‐  619  532  87  AAAAUACCCAAUAUCUUGUUCUAGCAAGAUAUUGGGUAUUUU 
(((((((((((((((((((....))))))))))))))))))) ‐25.2  Memon et al., 1996  

psbC  +  11589  11659  70  UGGCUCGGUUAUUCUAUCUAGCCGAGCCA 
(((((((((((.......))))))))))) ‐18   

psbM  +  17320  17456  136  UAAAGUGUGGUAGAAAGAACUACAUAUAGUUUUUUCUACGACACUUUA 
((((((((.(((((((((((((....))))))))))))).)))))))) ‐24.9   

rpoC1  +  25403  25461  58  UCGGCGAUGCCCCUCCCCUUUGCUUUCGGGGGGCAUUCCGA 
((((.((((((((((............)))))))))))))) ‐21.7   

rps14  ‐  36940  36822  118  CCCUCUUUACCAUUCUGUAUAAAUGGACUAUUCUAUUUGUAUAGAUAUGGUAGAGGG
((((((..(((((((((((((((((((....)))))))))))))).))))))))))) ‐28.8  Kim et al., 1993  

rbcL  +  56378  56505  127  UCGGCUCAAUCUUUUUUUUUAUAAAAAAGAUUGAGCCGA 
(((((((((((((((((.....))))))))))))))))) ‐24.7  Calie and Manhart, 1994

petA  +  61333  61601  268  UCGGCACAAGAAAAAGGCUUUUUCUUGUGCCGA 
(((((((((((((((...))))))))))))))) ‐20.2   

psbJ  ‐  62154  62066  88  CGGGUCCUUACCCCCUUUAUCUGAUUAGAGCGGAAAGGACCCG 
(((((((((..((.(((((......))))).)).))))))))) ‐20.7   
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rps18  +  66774  66897  123  UUCCCGGAGUUCCCUCUCCGGGAA 
(((((((((......))))))))) ‐16.4   

psbT  +  71208  71250  42  UAAGAAGUCUCCCAGAUAGGGGGACUUCUUA 
(((((((((((((.....))))))))))))) ‐20.1 

the stem loop structure 
maps downstream of 
psbN on the opposite 

strand; may stabilize the 
psbN mRNA as well 

rrn4.5   +  99539  99688  149  GCCCUGCCCUUCCAUCUCUUGGAUAGAUAGAGAGGGAGGGCAGAGGC 
(((((((((((((.(((((.........))))))))))))))).))) ‐30.3   

ndhD  ‐  108033  107918  115  UUGAGAACCCUUUGAGAAGGCGCUCAAGGGGUUCUCAA 
((((((((((((((((......)))))))))))))))) ‐25.4  verified by 3'‐RACE 

psaC  ‐  109622  109566  56  ACCGAAGAAGCCUGUGCUCGAAAUAAUCGAGCACGGGCUUUUCUGGU 
((((.((((((((((((((((.....)))))))))))))))).)))) ‐31.5  verified by cRT‐PCR 
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Supplemental Table 3. Identical TSSs in G and W dRNA-seq libraries. The name, genomic location, strand, number of cDNAs in (+) 

and (-) libraries, and 40 nt upstream sequence of the 24 identical TSSs in G and W dRNA-seq libraries are given. The mapped PEP 

and NEP promoter elements are underlined and colored in red in the upstream sequence, respectively. The nature of each TSS is 

discussed in the Comments column. G= green plastids 

 

Name 
Genomic 
location  St

ra
nd

 

TSS type 
No of cDNAs 

(G+/G‐) 
No of cDNAs 
(W+/W‐) 

Sequence ‐40 nt upstream + TSS (41nt)  Comments 

TpsbA‐80  1760  ‐  gTSS_psbA  7938/1235  141/9  TGGTTGACATTGGTATATAGTCTATGTTATACTGTTAAATA PEP transcript in G 

TtrnK‐239  4707  ‐  gTSS_trnK  2/1  3/0  AATGATAAGGGTGTTCCTCTTGCATGTATTCTCATACAATA Unclear: PEP or NEP transcript in G 

TpsbK‐783  6484  +  oTSS  2/3  39/3  GTTTAATTCATTTAATTACTAGAATTAGAATTCTATTAGTA Potential NEP transcript in G 

TtrnS+1  8177  ‐  gTSS_trnS  1434/178  213/14  TGCCTATATCATATCACGGAAACCTTTCGCTTTGGAACGTG TSS at +1 relative to trn gene start 

TtrnfM+1  13239  ‐  gTSS_trnfM  6330/790  162/9  TATTCAAGCCTTTTTTGTCCACCAGTTTCTGGTACTACAGA TSS at +1 relative to trn gene start 

TtrnE+1  15791  +  gTSS_trnE  2729/529  444/17  TAATCACGAGCGGTTGTATATGGCCCTATCGTCTAGTGATG TSS at +1 relative to trn gene start 

TpsbM‐348  16868  +  gTSS_psbM  0/7  11/4  CTATGTGACCCATAGAAAGTTGCTCATATAATACATACATA Potential NEP transcript in G 

TrpoB‐147  19940  +  gTSS_rpoB  12/9  223/12  TCGAAATGGTCTCTATTCATATGTATGAAATACATATATGA NEP transcript in G 

Trps2‐152  30221  +  gTSS_rps2  11/10  16/1  GTTAATTCATTAAATTAAGGTTTTGTTTATACCATGTATCA Potential NEP transcript in G 

TpsaA‐209  42089  ‐  gTSS_psaA  263/369  5/0  ATGTCCGTTAGGCACCTAACCTTTATGTCATAATAGATCCG PEP transcript in G 

TndhC‐336  50795  ‐  gTSS_ndhC  2/0  4/0  ATTCTCATTTTTATTTAATAGTCTCTTATTATTATTAAATA Unclear: PEP or NEP transcript in G 

TtrnP‐21  64898  ‐  gTSS_trnP  11/2  1/0  TGATGTGGAAAAGAAGACAGGAATTGTGTACAATGGCATTG Unclear: PEP or NEP transcript in G 

TtrnP‐1937  66814  ‐  aTSS_rps18  8/8  65/8  TTAAGTGGTAGGAATCGACGAGCTGGATTACTTTCTTTATA Potential NEP transcript in G 

TpsbN‐46  71434  ‐ 
gTSS_psbN; 
aTSS_psbH; 
aTSS_psbT 

19/329  2/0  TGGTGTTGACTTTGTATACTATTCCGTTGTAGTTGTAAATA PEP transcript in G 

TpsbN‐3371  74759  ‐  aTSS_petD  62/29  93/9  GGTACAATCTATATTTTCGCGAAATGGATCATAATAAAATA Unclear: PEP or NEP transcript in G 

Trps8‐142  77775  ‐  gTSS_rps8  2/0  16/5  TTACCAAAATAGTTTCATTAGCTCCTGAAGTATTATAAATA Unclear: PEP or NEP transcript in G 

Trpl23‐71  83580  ‐  gTSS_rpl23  2/1  523/53  CATCCATACATAACGAATTGGTATGGTATATTCATACCATA NEP transcript in G 

TtrnL+1  86217  ‐  gTSS_trnL  5038/750  1053/58  ATAGATATCATATTCATGGAATACAATTCACTTTCAAGATG TSS at +1 relative to trn gene start 

TndhB‐275  89309  ‐  gTSS_ndhB  2/12  37/16  TGCACATTTTCGTTAATCCATGAACAGAATCTATGTATGTA Potential NEP transcript in G 
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TtrnV+1  92384  +  gTSS_trnV  28/9  29/3  CCTTAGGATTCGTTAATTCTCTTTCTCGATGGGACGGGGAA TSS at +1 relative to trn gene start 

Trps15‐228  101854  +  gTSS_rps15  53/44  485/35  TCAATTAAATGGTGTATCAATTCCATAAATTGCATATAGCA NEP transcript in G 

TndhI‐99  112327  ‐  gTSS_ndhI  4/10  56/7  TATTATTAACAACCTCTTCTCAACTTGTTTCACTATAAATA Potential NEP transcript in G 
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